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THE GAP BETWEEN SUBSPACES AND PERTURBATION
OF NON-SEMI-FREDHOLM OPERATORS

JOSE A. ALVAREZ, TERESA ALVAREZ AND MANUEL GONZALEZ

We study a concept of stability under the gap of isomorphic properties of Banach
spaces and apply it to obtain some results of stability under compact or small norm
perturbation for non-semi-Fredholm operators with closed range.

1. INTRODUCTION

A classical result of Fredholm theory states that perturbing a semi-Fredholm op-
erator T, (that is, an operator with closed range R(T) and finite dimensional kernel
N(T) or cokernel Y/R(T)) by an operator A with norm ||A|| < j(T), the mini-
mum modulus of T, or A compact, we obtain a semi-Fredholm operator T + A with
dimN{T + A) < dimN(T) and dimY/R(T + A) ^ dimY/R(T). Hence, for semi-
Fredholm operators the finite dimension of the kernel or the cokernel is stable under
small or compact perturbations. However, for non-semi-Fredholm operators, we have
the opposite case: Given such an operator we can find a compact operator with arbi-
trarily small norm such that the perturbed operator has infinite dimensional kernel and
cokernel [6], (see also [7]).

In [1] Bouldin divided the class NSF of bounded non-semi-Fredholm operators,
acting in a separable Hilbert space, into six disjoint subclasses Ui (i — 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
He proved that for i ^ 4 the subclasses are totally unstable: Ui + Co — NSF, where
Co denotes the class of compact operators. However, the class Us, the class of all
operators with closed range and infinite dimensional kernel and cokernel, is not totally
unstable. Later, Gonzalez and Onieva [7] studied the problem for bounded operators in
Banach spaces, obtaining the same results for Ui (i ^ 4). These results were extended
by Labuschagne [13] to closed operators acting in operator ranges. However, in these
papers the stability of Us is not investigated.

On the other hand, the gap between two closed subspaces of a Banach space,
introduced to study the perturbation of closed semi-Fredholm operators (see [12]), has
been used by several authors [2, 10,15] to analyse the preservation of certain isomorphic
properties of a subspace M of a Banach space (separability, reflexivity, containing no
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copies of £i, . . .) when one passes from M to another subspace which is close to M in
the sense of the gap.

In this paper we introduce the concept of stability of an isomorphic class of Banach
spaces with respect to the non-symmetric gap S(M, N) (which is the correct one for our
purposes), we study the properties of stable classes, and we provide several examples
and counterexamples. Parts of the results are analogous to those of [2,10, 15], obtained
for the symmetric gap g(M, N) :— max{S(M, N), S(N, M)}, but we also prove some
new ones. For example, if P is a stable class, then {X: X**/X £ P} is also stable;
and this shows the stability of several classes.

Next, using the results of stability for subspaces, we show that the corresponding
properties of the kernel or the cokernel of a closed operator with closed range are stable
under compact or small norm perturbations, and some subsets of Us are not totally
unstable under compact perturbation.

NOTATIONS. Given closed subspaces M and N of a Banach space X, we denote by
M° the annihilator of M in the dual space X*. Moreover, tha gap S(M, N) between
M and N [10, 11] is denned by

S(M, N) := sup{dist (m, N) : m G M, ||m|| = 1}.

C(X, Y) and L(X, Y) will denote the classes of closed and bounded linear oper-
ators from X into Y. For T 6 C(X, Y), D(T), N(T) and R(T) will be the domain,
the kernel and the range of T, and f(T) will denote the minimum modulus of T [5,
9], given by

7(T) := inf{||Tx|| : x £ D{T), dist(x, N(T)) = 1}.

For T £ C(X, Y), 7(T) > 0 if and only if R{T) is closed [5, IV.1.6].
For an operator T: X -> Y with domain D{T) dense, T*: Y* -> X* will be the

conjugate of T [5].

2. STABLE PROPERTIES

Let P denote a class of Banach spaces stable under isomorphisms. We will say
that a Banach space X has property P when X £ P.

DEFINITION 2.1: Let 0 < a < 1.

P is a-stable if for every Banach space X and closed subspaces M, N of X we
have

N £ P, S(M, N) <a=>M £ P.

P is a-coatable if for every Banach space X and closed subspaces M, N of X we
have

X/M £ P, 6(M, N)<a=> X/N £ P.
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OBSERVATION 2.2: Since 6(M, N) = 6(N°, M°) [11, IV.2.9] and (X/M)* = M° ,
it is immediate that P is a-stable (o-costable) if and only if the dual class Pd :=
{X: X* G P} is a-costable (o-stable).

Next we show some examples of a-stable and a-costable classes.

EXAMPLES 2.3: (a) The class of finite dimensional spaces is 1-stable.

(b) The classes of super reflexive, containing no copies of l\ and JB-convex Banach
spaces are 1-stable (see [15] and [10, 3.2.10]).

(c) The class of separable spaces is 1/2-stable and 1/2-costable.

PROOF: (a) If M, N are closed subspaces of X, then 6(M, N) < 1 implies

d imM ^ dimJV [11, IV.2.6].

(b) We give the proof for the class of Banach spaces containing no copies of t\.

Let M, N be closed subspaces of a Banach space X, and suppose that M contains

a copy of £i and 8 := S(M, N) < 1.

By a result of James [8], M contains an almost isometric copy of li. In particular,

taking a > 0 such that 8 < 1 — 2a, we can find a normalised sequence (xn) in M so

that Haizi + . . . + a n z n | | > (1 — a) ( | a i | + . . . + |an |) for any scalars oi , . . . , an . '

Now we can select yi £ N such that ||x,- — yi\\ < 1 — 2a for i = 1, . . . , n, . . . ; then

we have ||aij/i + . . . + ant/n|| ^ a ( | a i | + . . . + |an |) for any scalars oi, . . . an, hence N

contains a copy of £i.

The proof for the classes of superreflexive and B-convex spaces is analogous, using

characterisations given in [9] and [4], respectively.

(c) Using a denseness argument, it is easy to prove that the class of separable spaces
is 1/2-stable.

On the other hand, suppose X/M is separable and let e > 0 such that 8 :—

8(M, N) < 1/2 — e. We shall construct a separable subspace Z of X such that every

x G X with ||x|| — 1 admits a decomposition x = m + z with m 6 M , z £ Z, and

||*||<l+e.
Let (j/n) be a dense sequence in the unit sphere of X/M. Denoting by qM the

quotient map onto X/M, there exist 0 < h ^ 1 and ni such that \\qMX —hyni\\ <

el4?. Thus there are 0 < t2 < e/4 and n2 such that \\qMX — <ij/ni — t2yn7 II < e/43 • In

this manner we obtain a series J3 Uym which converges to q\ix. Now, choosing X{ £ X

such that yi = qM^i and ||zi|] < 1 +e /2 , and taking as Z the subspace generated by

(xn), we have x - Y,Uxni G M and | |£ i i3n i . | | < 1 + e.

Now, if X/N is not separable, then N + Z is not dense in X, and hence there

exists x G X, \\x\\ = 1 such that dist (x, N + Z) > 1 — e. We can write x = m + z,

me M, 2 G Z, \\z\\ < 1+e. Then choosing n G N such that ||(m/ ||m||) - n\\ < 1/2-e

we deduce that jja; — -s — ||m|| n|| < 1 — e which contradicts dist (a;, N + Z) > 1 — e.
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Consequently X/N is separable. U

It is a surprising fact that a property is stable if and only if it is costable. This is
shown in the next theorem.

THEOREM 2 . 4 . (1) If P is a-costable then P is a/2-stable.

(2) If P is a-stable then P is a/2-costable.

PROOF: Let X be a Banach space, and M, N closed subspaces of X for which

6 = 6(M, N)>0.
(1) We denote by E the Banach space M x N with the norm

Consider the maps U, V G L(E, X) given by U(x, y) := x; V(x, y) :— y. Obviously

R(U) = M, R{V) = M and \\U - V|| ^ 6. Moreover we have

y(U) = inf{11*11 / dist[(z, y), N) : x ? 0}

= inf{(inf{\\(x,y)\\E:yeN})-1: \\x\\ = 1}

Now, if \\x\\ = 1, we have \\(x, y)\\B = max{l, ||y||, tf"1 ||a; - y\\} and ||y|| ^

1 + ||z — 3/||, from which we conclude ~f(U) ^ (1 + 5)" 1 .

Using Proposition 3.1, we obtain 6[N{U), N(V)} ^ (1 + *)* < 26. Note that

E/N{U) and E/N(V) are isomorphic to M and N, respectively.

If P is a-costable, N G P and 6{M, N) < a/2, then E/N(V) G P and

6[N(U), N(V)] < a, from which we conclude E/N(U) G P , hence M G P .

(2) Using the subspaces M°, N° C X* we construct U, V G I ( £ , X*) as in part

(1). Then, denoting by J the canonical inclusion of X in X**, we define Hf := J7*J,

L:=V*J eL{X, E*).
Analogously as in part (1) we prove j(L) ^ (1 + S)~ and \\K — L\\ ^ 5; hence

S[R(L), R{K)} ^ 8{l+6) < 26, by Proposition 3.1.
Note that X/M and X/JV are isomorphic to R(U) and R{V), respectively. The

remaining part of the proof is analogous to that of (1). u

In view of this result, we introduce the following definition.

DEFINITION 2.5: P is stable if it is a-stable for some 0 < o < 1. Equivalently, if
it is a-costable for some 0 < a ^ 1.

The next result shows some properties of stable classes.
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PROPOSITION 2 . 6 . Let P be a stable class ofBanach spaces.

(1) If M is a closed subspace of X £ P, then M, X/M £ P.

(2) If X xY e P when X, Y £ P, then given a closed subspace M of X

we have M, X/M £ P =>• X (E P. (P has the three space property).

PROOF: (1) It is enough to note that 6(M, X) = 6({0}, M) = 0.

(2) Suppose it is not true. Then we can find X (£ P and a subspace M of X such

that M, X/M 6 P; hence M x X/M £ P.

Now, denoting by q the quotient map onto X/M, for every 0 ^ e < 1 we define

operators Qc £ L(X x X/M, X/M) by Qe(x, y) := qx - ey.

In X x X/M we consider the norm ||(z, y)|| = ||x|| + ||y||. We have N(Q0) =

M x X/M £ P, R{Q0) = X/M is closed, and N(Qe) = {(ex, qx) : x £ X} is

isomorphic to X, hence N(QC) £ P for every 0 < e < 1. However 6[N(Qe), N(Q0)] ^

||Qo — Qe|| = e; hence P is not stable. U

Now we can show the existence of no stable classes.

EXAMPLES 2.7: (a) The classes ofBanach spaces containing no copies of Co, weakly

sequentially complete spaces, and spaces with the Radon-Nikodym property are not

stable: t\ has a quotient isomorphic to CQ .

(b) The class of Banach spaces isomorphic to £2 is n°t stable: In [11] a space Z is

given, not isomorphic to I2, containing a subspace M with M and Z/M isomorphic

to l2.

Unstability is related to the existence of uncomplemented subspaces, as can be seen

in the following result.

PROPOSITION 2 . 8 . Suppose M, N are subspaces of X, N complemented,

and let Q denote a continuous projection onto N. If S(M, N) < \\I — Q\\~ , then

(1) M is isomorphic to a subspace of N, and

(2) X/N is isomorphic to a subspace of X/M.

PROOF: Given x £ M, for every n £ N we have ||Qx|| ^ ||x|| - ||(7 - Q)(x + n)\\.

Then ||Qz|| ^ ||z|| - ||(7 - Q)|| dist (as, N) ^ (1 - ||7 - Q|| a{M, N)) \\x\\. Hence the
restriction of Q to M defines an isomorphism into a subspace of N, and (1) is proved.

Moreover, the above inequality shows also that MnN(Q) — {0} and M + N(Q) =
Q~^QM is closed; hence X/N, which is isomorphic to N(Q), is isomorphic to a sub-
space of X/M also.

Identifying a Banach space X with the corresponding subspace of the bidual X** ,

we denote by H(X) the quotient space X**/X, and by Q the quotient map from X**
onto H(X).
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Note that for every closed subspace M of X, the subspace M°° + X is closed in
X**; hence Q(M°°) is closed in H(X). D

The next result will allow us to prove some new stability results.

LEMMA 2 . 9 . Let M and N be closed subspaces of X. Then we have

6[Q(M°°), Q(N°°)) < 2S(M, N).

PROOF: Given m £ M°° and n S N°° we have \\Qm - Qn\\ ^ | | m - n | | ; hence
dist[Qm, Q(N°°)] ^ dist(m, N°°). If in addition we suppose ||QTO|| = 1, then given
e > 0 we can find x 6 5 such that \\m + x\\ < 1 + e.

By [17, Proposition] we can find v 6 M such that \\m + v\\ < 2(1 + e). Then

dist[Qm, Q(N°°)} = dist[Q(m + v), Q(N°°)} ^ dist (m + v, N°°)

< 2(1 + e)6(M°°, N°°) = 2(1 + e)S(M, N),

since S(M°°, N°°) = S(M, N) [11, IV.2.9]. Taking the supremum in the unit sphere
of Q(M°°) we obtain the result of the theorem. U

THEOREM 2 . 1 0 . H P is a-stable (a-costable), then Pco := {X : H(X) € P } is

a/2-stable (a/2-costable).

PROOF: It is enough to note that given a closed subspace M of X, we can identify
(isomorphically) Q(M°°) = (M°° + X)/X = M°°(X fl M°°) = H{M), and then apply
Lemma 2.9. D

Recall that a Banach space X is quasireflexive if dimH(X) < oo [3].

COROLLARY 2 . 1 1 . (a) The classes of quasireflexive spaces and reflexive spaces

are 1/2-stable and 1/2-costable.

(b) The class of Banach spaces X such that H(X) is separable, studied in [16], is

1/4-stabie and 1/4-costaWe.

(c) Given closed subspaces M, N in X with S(M, N) < 1/2, we iave

dimH(N) - dimH(M) = dim.ff(X/M) - dimH(X/N).

This is similar to the stability of the index of Fredholm operators [5].

3. PERTURBATION OF OPERATORS

We shall apply the results of Section 2 to the study of perturbations of operators
with closed range, using the following basic result, due to Markus [14]. We include a
proof of it for the sake of completeness.
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PROPOSITION 3 . 1 . Let T G C(X, Y) with R(T) dosed, A a bounded oper-
ator with D(T) C D{A), and S = T + A.

(1) '

PROOF: For every x G D(T) = D(S) we have 7(r)dist[z, N(T)} ^ ||Tx||. Then,
for x G N(S) we obtain dist[x, N(T)} < T ( T ) " 1 ||(5 - T)x\\; hence (1).

(2) Passing to a subspace of X, if necessary, we can suppose that D(T) is dense
in X. As RjS)° = N{S*), 7 (T)= 7 (T*) [5, IV.1.9], and 6(M, N) = 5(N°, M°) [11,
IV.2.9], part 2 is a consequence of (1) applied to the conjugate operator T* . U

PROPOSITION 3 . 2 . Let T e C(X, F) witA i?(T) dosed, 0 < a < 1, and A a
bounded operator with D(T) C -0(4), and \\A\\ < aj(T).

(1) If P is a-stnble and N{T) £ P, then N(T + A) £ P.
(2) If P is a-costable and Y/R(T) G P, then Y/R{T + A) G P.

PROOF: By the above result we have 6[N(T + A), N(T)} < a; hence (1) follows
from the definition of a-stability; and analogously for (2).

Note that R(T + K) is not necessarily closed. U

As an application of the above perturbation theorem we give a refinement of the
instability results in [1, 7, 13].

THEOREM 3 . 3 . Suppose P is stable, and M x N G P when M G P and
N is Unite dimensional. Let T G C(X, Y) be an operator with closed range, and
K G L(X, Y) a compact operator. Then

(1)
(2) Y/R{T) eP=> Y/R{T + K) G P.

PROOF: (1) Since K is compact we can find a finite codimensional subspace M of
X such that \\KiM\\ is arbitrarily small [5, 3.2.3]; say smaller than aj(T). Then TiM

is a closed operator, j(TiM) > f{T) and N{TiM) G P. Hence N[(T + K)iM) G P by
the above theorem; and N(T + K) G P, since it is the sum of N(T + K)IM] and a
finite dimensional subspace of X.

(2) This can be proved analogously, taking account of the existence of a finite
dimensional subspace N of Y such that ||gjvif|| < a7(T), where qff denotes the
quotient map onto Y/N. D
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